A key challenge for primates living in large, stable social groups is managing social relationships. Chimpanzee gestures may act as a time-efficient social bonding mechanism, and the presence (homogeneity) and absence (heterogeneity) of overlap in repertoires in particular may play an important role in social bonding. However, how homogeneity and heterogeneity in the gestural repertoire of primates relate to social interaction is poorly understood. We used social network analysis and generalized linear mixed modelling to examine this question in wild chimpanzees. The repertoire size of both homogeneous and heterogeneous visual, tactile and auditory gestures was associated with the duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour, centrality in the social bonding network and demography. The audience size of partners who displayed similar or different characteristics to the signaller (e.g. same or opposite age or sex category) also influenced the use of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures. Homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures were differentially associated with the presence of emotional reactions in response to the gesture and the presence of a change in the recipient's behaviour. Homogeneity and heterogeneity of gestural communication play a key role in maintaining a differentiated set of strong and weak social relationships in complex, multilevel societies.
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Introduction
One of the most intriguing questions in the science of human origins involves the definition of language, its fundamental 2017 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original author and source are credited.
Material and methods

Data collection protocol
The data collection and methods for this study were approved by the Budongo Conservation Field Station research committee, the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology (NS 124) and the Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA/TBDP/RES/50). In this study, observations of 12 habituated East African chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii) (six adult males and six adult females) of the Sonso community, the Budongo Conservation Field Station, Budongo Forest Reserve in Uganda (www. budongo.org) were conducted in September 2006, between April and July 2007 and March and June 2008. The focal subjects were chosen on the basis of lack of any limb injuries and to represent age and rank classes as equally as possible. All of the females selected as focal subjects were parous. Full details of the study site and subjects have been described previously [82] , so only brief details are given here. The behaviour of the chimpanzees was recorded during a standardized observation period using focal animal follows. The subjects were chosen systematically and, to avoid dependency in the dataset, consecutive samples of the same focal subject were taken at least 20 min apart. The data for this study came from the following sources. First, 18-min focal follows were performed. These consisted of nine scans at 2 min intervals of the identity of individuals present within 10 m of the focal subject and more than 10 m away from the focal individual who were in the same party. The party was defined as the group of individuals within a spread of about 35 m. Second, the identity of the adult nearest neighbour of the focal individual, the distance between the focal individual and the nearest neighbour (in metres), and the presence or absence of visual attention between the focal individual and the nearest neighbour were recorded. The visual attention was scored on the basis of bodily orientation rather than precise gaze direction between dyad partners. The activity state of both the focal subject and the nearest neighbour were also recorded (e.g. grooming, feeding, travel). Third, gestures were continuously recorded using a digital video camera recorder and this was accompanied by a verbal description of context, i.e. the identity of the signaller and the recipient, their behaviour prior to and after production of the gesture, and goal directedness. The presence of any calls accompanying the gestures was also noted. The sampling of association patterns was conducted by an experienced field assistant who was unaware of the aims of the study. The field assistants undergo an inter-observer reliability test annually, an interval which is sufficient to maintain the consistency of scoring of the group composition and proximity across field assistants, with results consistently above 0.85 for Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, r s . The video recording of the gestures was carried out by A.R. and thus the social data and gestural data were
Behavioural measures
To reduce pseudoreplication, we aimed to sample each focal subject when the party had a unique composition, i.e. there was a change in composition of either focal males or females from the time the last subsample of the preceding focal follow was taken. The proximity (examined here for independence of 10 m associations only) and grooming scans were taken 2 min apart during the 18 min sample duration. The samples of each consecutive focal subject were taken at least 20 min apart. To ensure that this sampling procedure did not bias our results, we tested for similarity in association patterns between scans taken at 2 (scan 1), 4 (scan 2) and 18 min (scan 9) of the focal sample, including both sexes. There was no significant difference in the number of times focal and non-focal subjects were in close proximity at scan 1 (median = 2, IQ range = 0-5) and scan 2 (median = 2, IQ range = 1-5, Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test, T = 411.50, N = 132, p = 0.435). However, there was a significant difference in the number of times focal and non-focal subjects were in close proximity at scan 1 and scan 9 (median = 2, IQ range = 1-4; Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test, T = 2656.50, N = 132, p = 0.011). Similarly, there was no significant difference in the number of times focal and non-focal subjects were in the same party at scan 1 (median = 5, IQ range: 3-10) and scan 2 (median = 5, IQ range: 3-10; Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test, T = 218.50, N = 132, p = 0.571). However, there was a significant difference in the number of times focal and non-focal subjects were in the same party at scan 1 and scan 9 (median = 5, IQ range: 2-10; Wilcoxon's signed-ranks test, T = 1460, N = 132, p = 0.010). Thus, the adjacent scans were similar for 10 m associations and were treated as continuous. As 10 m associations and 2 m associations were correlated, we made an assumption of independence for both of these measures. Moreover, party-level associations were also treated as continuous. However, first and final sample scans differed for 10 m associations and party-level associations and therefore we treated these scans as independent, as well as the samples preceding and succeeding the focal follow. Behavioural measures were then derived, calculating the duration of time each pair of chimpanzees spent engaged in affiliative behaviours, per hour that pair of chimpanzees spent in the same party. These affiliative behaviours were: joint feeding, joint resting, joint travelling, giving grooming, receiving grooming, mutual grooming, visual attention towards the focal, visual attention away from the focal and proximity. An example of how these measures were computed can be found in the electronic supplementary material, S1 and a more detailed description has been provided previously [45] .
Attribute measures
To control for the influence of demography, factors such as age, kinship, sex and reproductive state need to be taken into account when examining chimpanzees' propensity to associate with each other. Genetic data obtained in previous studies provided the basis for ascertaining kin relationships in the Sonso community and we scored chimpanzee dyads according to the presence or absence of kinship [82] . In the wild, chimpanzees reach physical and social maturity in the age range of 15-16 years [39] . The Sonso community is a long-running site and therefore the age of most adult subjects in the community is known. We classified dyads of chimpanzees as belonging to the same (5 years or less of age difference) or a different (above 5 years of age difference) age class [92] . Moreover, chimpanzee dyads were scored according to oestrous similarity. The reproductive status of the female was scored on the basis of the female sexual swelling, which is an enlarged area of the perineal skin varying in size over the course of the menstrual cycle. The reproductive status of the female was recorded as oestrous if, during the observation period, the female exhibited maximum tumescence (sexual swelling) and was observed mating with the males. The size of the sexual swelling was rated on a scale of 1-4, with the maximum swelling size scored as 4.
All focal males were observed to mate with the females and, therefore, assumed to be reproductively active. Dyads were classified as reproductively active (males and oestrous females), or non-reproductively active (all other combinations). Sex similarity was scored based on observable morphological characteristics referring to sex. Full details of the categorization of attribute data can be found in the electronic supplementary material, table S1.
Gestural repertoire homogeneity
For each gesture sequence, homogeneity was determined for each gesture type used. If the gesture type (e.g. arm beckon) was present in the repertoires of both the signaller and the receiver, this was classified as homogeneous. By contrast, if the arm beckon appeared in the repertoire of the signaller but not the recipient, it would be classified as heterogeneous. As gesture sequences can sometimes consist of a series of individual gestures, each gesture type used was classified separately as homogeneous or heterogeneous. Thus for a gesture sequence consisting of a series of five different gesture types, three gesture types could be classified as homogeneous and two as heterogeneous. For each gesture sequence, the 'homogeneous repertoire size' refers to the number of different homogeneous gesture types used by the signaller, and the 'heterogeneous repertoire size' refers to the number of different heterogeneous gesture types used. If only homogeneous repertoire size was taken into account, a repertoire size of three homogeneous gestures could represent a gesture sequence of five gestures, with three homogeneous gesture types and two heterogeneous gesture types, or a sequence of three gestures, all of which were homogeneous. Thus, we considered both homogeneous and heterogeneous repertoire size in our analyses, to identify sequences where heterogeneous gesture types were used.
For the network analysis, the overall number of gesture types shared (homogeneous) and not shared (heterogeneous) between dyad partners was included in the analyses rather than gesture rates. Because we provided the overall number of shared and non-shared gestures in this instance, for heterogeneous gestures the total number of non-shared gestures was given. For instance, if BB had 5 gesture types that were absent in HW repertoire and HW had two gesture types that were absent in BB repertoire, the heterogeneous repertoire size for both the BB HW dyad and the HW BB dyad was 7.
To determine the degree of homogeneity in the gestural repertoires between focal chimpanzees, using social network analysis, we used Cohen's κ coefficient [93] . This statistic measures the degree of agreement in the presence or absence of gestures in the repertoires of dyad partners. If the repertoire of gestures of a focal individual is in complete agreement with the repertoire of gestures of the dyad partner, then the Cohen's κ coefficient equals 1 (exactly the same repertoire) for that dyad. However, if the repertoire of gestures is in complete disagreement with the repertoire of gestures of the dyad partner, then the Cohen's κ coefficient equals −1 (completely different repertoire). In this study, the repertoire of gestures of each focal subject that were performed towards other adult individuals was compared within dyads (electronic supplementary material, table S2) [17] . In addition to all gestures combined, the Cohen's κ coefficient for each dyad was computed separately for visual, tactile, auditory short-range and auditory long-range gestures. In these analyses, 10 focal subjects (90 dyads) contributed data-subjects KU and ZM were excluded as they did not gesture in all modalities towards other adults. In previous research comparing repertoires within and between primate groups, Cohen's κ has been the most commonly used statistical technique, based on the presence or absence of gesture types from the repertoire [17, 18, 52] . The data pertaining to this part of this study has been placed in the electronic supplementary material, S2.
Generalized linear mixed modelling
The panthoot call is a type of chimpanzee vocalization which is broadcast at a wider audience. When performing social network analysis, we took all of the individuals who were within 10 m of the signaller as recipients of the gestures accompanied by panthoot call. Generalized linear mixed modelling (GLMM) prohibits this action, however, because all of the observations have to be independent from each other. In this case, all sequences of gestures that contained solely visual gestures and panthoots (low-intensity panthoot) were counted as directed by the signaller at the most dominant individual in the party. By contrast, all sequences of gestures containing panthoots and auditory gestures were assumed to be directed at a nearest neighbour of the focal individual (high-intensity panthoot) [45] . The data used in this study consisted of 545 gesture sequences produced by the 12 focal chimpanzees. In line with previous work based on this dataset [94] , we used GLMM to examine how homogeneity and heterogeneity in gestural communication was related to the bonding behaviours. GLMM is a modified form of regression analysis designed to deal with data that are hierarchically structured. The random effects in all models were the identity of the focal individual and we included random intercepts for these effects. Random slopes were not used in these models as the key focus was on how the predictor variables relating to homogeneity were associated with the different bonding behaviours, rather than how the effects of these differed between the 12 focal subjects. In these GLMMs, the data were hierarchically structured with two levels-level 1 was the focal individual and level 2 was the recipient of the gesture. The response variables in the GLMMs were continuous (repertoire size, duration of social behaviour) or binary: the presence or absence of a gesture, demography (e.g. sex difference).
The models were fitted using a binomial error structure with logit link. In all of the analyses, the demographic relationships (e.g. age similarity), bonding status (e.g. duration of joint travel) and the presence or absence of response were controlled for. However, when demography was a response variable, the analyses only considered the presence and absence of a gesture. When analysing the relationship between homogeneous and heterogeneous gesture presence (the response variable) and the response type to the gesture, only single, unimodal gestures were considered because a previous study showed that including combinations of gestures was likely to influence the type of response made to the gesture [95] . In all analyses where audience size was included, the audience size excluded the signaller and the recipient of the gesture. Moreover, only one category of audience was included in each analysis (e.g. size of audience of same-age and different-age partners was included separately from size of audience of same-sex and opposite-sex partners). The descriptive statistics regarding variables included in the GLMMs are provided in table 1. The Generalized Linear Mixed Models function in IBM 
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was used for all the GLMM models. The data used in all GLMM models can be found in the electronic supplementary material, S3-S8.
Social network analysis
To complement the GLMM analysis, we used social network analysis to examine how individual variation in homogeneity for the focal chimpanzees was related to indegree and outdegree for bonding behaviours. Behavioural and communication networks were created for each behaviour type separately. Each network matrix consisted of 12 rows and 12 columns, with each row and column denoting a different focal chimpanzee. The values in each cell of the matrix represented the value for that particular behaviour for a specific pair of chimpanzees (e.g. the duration of time BB and HW spent in close proximity, per hour they spent in the same party). In the main analyses on factors influencing the proximity of dyads, the proximity and communication networks used in this study were weighted, i.e. each cell consisted of a continuous value representing the value of behaviour, rather than a 1 or a 0 indicating the presence or absence of a tie. In repertoire homogeneity networks, the value of Cohen's κ coefficient between dyads was entered in the matrices. The repertoire homogeneity networks were undirected. For instance, the overlap in the gestural repertoire between BB and HW was the same as the overlap between HW and BB. The proximity networks were treated as directed. For instance, the duration of time spent in close proximity by BB to HW may be different from the duration of time spent in close proximity by HW to BB. From these network matrices, centrality measures were calculated, using normalized degree centrality [96] . Normalized degree centrality is defined as the average value of each row or column of the network matrix, i.e. the average value of that behaviour for each focal chimpanzee. The homogeneity network was undirected and therefore only the n degree value for each focal subject was obtained. This stands for the mean value of homogeneity of the gestural repertoire of each focal subject with all possible ties which are present. The behavioural network was different for the focal-non-focal subject dyads (e.g. BB to HW proximity was different from HW to BB proximity) and therefore indegree and outdegree were calculated separately. Outdegree refers to proximity directed by the focal chimpanzee to conspecifics, while indegree refers to proximity directed by conspecifics towards the focal chimpanzee.
General standard inferential statistics cannot be used on network data because the observations that make up network data are not independent of each other. Thus, randomization (or permutation) tests are used, whereby the observed value is compared against a distribution of values generated by a large number of random permutations of the data. The proportion of random permutations in which a value as large (or as small) as the one observed is then calculated, and this provides the p-value of the test [97] . MRQAP regression (multiple regression quadratic assignment procedure) was used to determine the relationships between social bonding networks and homogeneity of gestures [97] . MRQAP regression is similar to standard regression because it enables the examination of the effect of a number of predictor variables (e.g. visual and tactile homogeneity networks, sex similarity of a dyad) on an outcome variable (e.g. proximity network). Among several different types of MRQAP regression that are available, we used Double Dekker Semi-Partialling MRQAP regression, which is more robust against the effects of network autocorrelation and skewness in the data [98] . The number of permutations used in this analysis was 2000. For the node-level regressions, we used a similar procedure, using 10 000 random permutations to assess the effect of a number of predictor variables (e.g. the normalized mean degree for homogeneity of gestures, sex of focal chimpanzee) on the outcome variable (e.g. proximity in degree). All the social network analyses were carried out using UCINET 6 for Windows [99] . The data used in all social network analyses can be found in the electronic supplementary material, S2.
Results
The description of all variables included in the models is provided in table 1. The demographic details of the study group are provided in table 2. In all sections, only significant positive or negative associations between variables are reported. Further findings that elaborate on results presented in this section can be found in the electronic supplementary material.
Social bonding behaviour and demography
We used GLMMs to examine the relationship between duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour and demographic characteristics of dyads across sequences of gestures. Table 3 presents a summary of this analysis. In terms of the influence of the demographic characteristics of the signaller and the recipient, chimpanzee dyads who were the same sex spent a longer duration of time mutually grooming (β = −1.854, s.e. = 0.732, p = 0.012), visually attending (β = −3.547, s.e. = 1.264, p = 0.005), visually nonattending (β = −1.220, s.e. = 0.433, p = 0.005) and in proximity (β = −4.825, s.e. = 1.320, p < 0.001). Moreover, the chimpanzee dyads who had were in the same age category spent a longer duration of time in joint travel (β = −1.914, s.e. = 0.963, p = 0.048), giving grooming (β = −2.469, s.e. = 0.763, p = 0.001), visually non-attending (β = −2.671, s.e. = 1.340, p = 0.047) and in proximity (β = −10.860, s.e. = 5.159, p = 0.036). Further, dyad partners with the same reproductive status showed a pattern of significantly longer duration of time spent in mutual grooming (β = −1.717, s.e. = 0.635, p = 0.007), visually attending (β = −3.020, s.e. = 1.039, p = 0.004) and in proximity (β = −2.684, s.e. = 1.250, p = 0.033). Finally, dyad partners related through maternal kinship spent a longer duration of time in the following social bonding behaviours: joint feeding (β = −1.831, s.e. 
Homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures and demography
We used GLMMs to examine the relationship between demography and the presence or absence of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures. Table 4 . Summary of results of GLMM of the relationship between the presence and absence of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures within sequences and demographic factors. Green squares indicate a positive value of the β-coefficient; red squares indicate a negative value of the β-coefficient. Blank squares indicate a relationship that was not statistically significant. If the β-coefficient is positive, then the category of zero in the predictor variable is associated with the category of one in the dependent variable. If the β-coefficient is negative, then the category of zero in the predictor variable is associated with the category of zero in the dependent variable. dependent variable independent variable sex difference age difference oestrous difference maternal kinship presence (1) 
Homogeneity of gestures (Cohen's κ coefficient) and social bonding
We used multiple regression quadratic assignment procedures (MRQAP) to examine the relationship between homogeneity of gestures (Cohen's κ value) according to modality and the duration of time spent in bonding behaviour between dyads. Table 5 provides information on the mean value of ties of gesture networks. A greater degree of overlap in auditory short-range gestures was associated with a longer duration of: proximity (r 2 = 0.316, β = 0.455, p = 0.003), travel (r 2 = 0.391, β = −0.388, p = 0.010), feeding (r 2 = 0.206, β = 0.290, p = 0.024), mutual grooming (r 2 = 0.222, β = −0.451, p = 0.009), grooming received (r 2 = 0.178, β = 0.366, p = 0.005), grooming given (r 2 = 0.175, β = 0.310, p = 0.002), attention away (r 2 = 0.211, β = 0.394, p = 0.010) and attention towards (r 2 = 0.211, β = 0.527, p = 0.004). Greater homogeneity in tactile gestures was associated with a greater duration of grooming received (r 2 = 0.178, β = 0.213, p = 0.008). By contrast, a greater degree of overlap in auditory long-range gestures was associated with a shorter duration of: proximity (r 2 = 0.316, β = −0.364, p = 0.003), travel (r 2 = 0.236, β = −0.388, p = 0.005), mutual grooming (r 2 = 0.222, β = −0.363, p = 0.005) and attention towards the recipient (r 2 = 0.211, β = −0.313, p = 0.007). Finally, greater homogeneity in visual gestures between pairs of chimpanzees was not significantly related to any of the bonding behaviours examined. Table 6 presents a summary of these results.
Dyadic repertoire size of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures and social bonding
The next set of analysis used MRQAP to examine the associations between the homogeneous dyadic repertoire size (the number of gestures each dyad shares) and the bonding behaviours. The information pertaining to the mean value of ties of dyadic repertoire size of the homogeneous gesture network is given in table 5. This dyadic repertoire size was based on the total number of gesture types that each focal individual had in common with the dyad partner, rather than the number of homogeneous gesture types shared between the signaller and the recipient in a sequence of gestures used in the GLMMs. When the four modalities were considered in one model, for visual gestures, the dyadic repertoire size was positively associated with the duration of joint travel (r 2 = 0.154, β = 0.417, p = 0.044). The dyadic repertoire of tactile gestures was positively associated with the duration of grooming received (r 2 = 0.142, β = 0.367, p = 0.011) and attention towards (r 2 = 0.203 β = 0.398, p = 0.040). By contrast, for auditory short-range gestures, the dyadic repertoire size was negatively associated with the duration of attention away (r 2 = 0.118, β = −0.273, p = 0.026) and joint resting (r 2 = 0.103, β = −0.273, p = 0.012). Finally, the dyadic repertoire size of auditory long-range gestures was negatively related to the duration of mutual grooming (r 2 = −0.136, β = −0.414, p = 0.024 and joint travel (r 2 = 0.154, β = −0.366, p = 0.033). Table 6 presents a summary of these results. Table 5 gives the mean value of ties of dyadic repertoire size of the heterogeneous gesture networks. In this section, we used MRQAP to examine the associations between the heterogeneous dyadic repertoire size (the number of gestures each dyad did not share) and the bonding behaviours. This repertoire size counted the total number of gesture types that the focal subject had but the non-focal subject did not have in their repertoire and this was added to the total number of gesture types that the non-focal subject had but the focal subject did not have in their repertoire of gestures. For visual gestures, there was a positive association between repertoire size and duration of grooming given (r 2 = 0.285, β = 0.220, p = 0.044) and joint feeding (r 2 = 0.285, β = −0.184, p = 0.049). For auditory long-range gestures, there was a positive association between the repertoire size and duration of proximity (r 2 = 0.215, β = −0.391, p = 0.002), rest (r 2 = 0.087, β = −0.213, p = 0.049), travel (r 2 = 0.160, β = 0.285 p = 0.031), grooming mutual (r 2 = 0.166, β = 0.399, p = 0.009), grooming received (r 2 = 0.122, β = 0.358, p = 0.009), attention away (r 2 = 0.120, β = −0.266, p = 0.030) and attention towards (r 2 = 0.258, β = 0.380, p = 0.006). By contrast, for auditory short-range gestures, the dyadic repertoire size of heterogeneous gestures was negatively associated with the duration of proximity (r 2 = 0.215, β = −0.259, p = 0.013), the duration of travel (r 2 = 0.160, β = −0.198, Table 7 . The repertoire homogeneity n degree (Cohen's κ coefficient) and social behaviour centrality (only variables showing significant associations with homogeneity of repertoire are given) across N = 10 chimpanzees. Cohen's κ coefficient ranges from −1 (completely different repertoire) to +1 (exactly the same repertoire). The highest values of centrality are indicated in italics. Only gestures produced by the focal adult chimpanzee to another adult are included. the repertoire homogeneity n degree (Cohen' a The gesture network is undirected therefore normalized degree centrality (n degree) is calculated. Normalized degree centrality is the average value of each row or column of the network matrix i.e. the average value of that behaviour for each focal chimpanzee. b The social bonding network is directed, therefore indegree and outdegree are calculated separately. Outdegree refers to behaviours directed by the focal chimpanzee to conspecifics, whilst indegree refers to behaviours directed by conspecifics towards the focal chimpanzee. p = 0.038), grooming mutual (r 2 = 0.166, β = −0.273 p = 0.011), grooming given (r 2 = 0.174, β = −0.193, p = 0.037), attention towards (r 2 = 0.285, β = −0.329, p = 0.006) and joint feeding (r 2 = 0.186, β = −0.231, p = 0.005). Table 6 presents a summary of these results.
Using gesture present or absent as a dependent variable, we further examined how homogeneous gesture presence or absence was predicted by demography and social bonding variables for visual and auditory long-range gestures using GLMM. Visual homogeneous gestures were associated with a longer duration of time spent resting (β = 0.847, s.e. = 0.270, p = 0.002) and receiving grooming (β = 0.355, s.e. = 0.128, p = 0.006) but a shorter duration of time visually attending (β = −0.731, s.e. = 0.201, p < 0.001) and non-attending (β = −0.989, s.e. = 0.367, p = 0.007) to a dyad partner who was more probably maternal kin (β = −4.935, s.e. = 1.087, p = 0.001) of the signaller. Homogeneous auditory long-range gestures were associated with a longer duration of time spent in joint feeding (β = 0.598, s.e. = 0.277, p = 0.032) and travel (β = 1.326, s.e. = 0.233, p < 0.001) with individuals who were unrelated through maternal kinship (β = 7.696, s.e. = 1.552, p < 0.001). However, auditory long-range homogeneous gestures were associated with shorter duration of time receiving grooming (β = −0.237, s.e. = 0.111, p = 0.033) and time spent in close proximity (β = −0.459, s.e. = 0.183, p = 0.012).
Network size
The next set of analyses used node-level regression to examine the relationship between bonding network centrality (variance in the extent to which individual chimpanzees received bonding behaviours from conspecifics) and homogeneity centrality (variance in the extent to which the gestural repertoires of individual chimpanzees overlapped with the gestural repertoire of conspecifics). The values of network centrality for the variables significantly associated with each other can be found in table 7. In these models, the bonding behaviours were the dependent variable (e.g. proximity indegree) and the predictor variables were the homogeneity centrality (based on Cohen's κ). In all models, the control variables were included relating to kinship, age, sex and duration of time spent within 10 m of an oestrus female.
In models containing all four modalities, for auditory short-range and tactile gestures, there was no significant relationship between homogeneity centrality and bonding behaviours. For visual gestures, homogeneity centrality was only related to outdegree for joint resting (r 2 = 0.721, β = 2.168, p = 0.049). By contrast, homogeneity centrality for auditory long-range gestures was related to indegree for joint Table 8 . Summary of results of node-level regressions predicting indegree (IN) and outdegree (OUT) from homogeneity centrality for the four modalities included in the same model: visual (V), tactile (T), auditory short-range (ASR) and auditory long-range (ALR). Green squares indicate a positively significant relationship between the two variables. Blank squares indicate a relationship that was not statistically significant. feeding (r 2 = 0.789, β = 2.801, p = 0.046), indegree for receiving grooming (r 2 = 0.914, β = 3.445, p = 0.019) and indegree for attention away (r 2 = 0.714, β = 2.581, p = 0.049). Table 8 presents a summary of these findings. Furthermore, we used node-level regression to examine the relationship between bonding network centrality (variance in the extent to which individual chimpanzees received bonding behaviours from conspecifics) and centrality in the repertoire size of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures. In these models, the repertoire size of homogeneous gestures and the repertoire size of heterogeneous gestures by modality were included as predictor variables in all models. We included both homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures in one model, including all four modalities of gestures. Chimpanzees that had a larger repertoire size of homogeneous visual gestures had a higher outdegree of proximity (r 2 = 1, β = 4.795, p = 0.015), resting (r 2 = 1, β = 5.612, p = 0.002), travel (r 2 = 1, β = 4.213, p = 0.030), grooming received (r 2 = 1, β = 4.614, p = 0.024), grooming mutual (r 2 = 1, β = 5.330, p = 0.009), attention present (r 2 = 1, β = 4.680, p = 0.019) and attention absent (r 2 = 1, β = 4.779, p = 0.019). Chimpanzees that had a smaller repertoire size of homogeneous tactile gestures had a higher outdegree of proximity (r 2 = 1, β = −3.032, p = 0.042), resting (r 2 = 1, β = −3.726, p = 0.012), travel (r 2 = 1, β = −3.013, p = 0.040) and attention absent (r 2 = 1, β = −3.305, p = 0.036). Moreover, the larger repertoire size of homogeneous auditory long-range gestures was associated with the higher indegree of joint feeding (r 2 = 1, β = 4.499, p = 0.032). By contrast, the smaller repertoire size of homogeneous auditory long-range gestures was associated with a higher outdegree of resting (r 2 = 1, β = −3.331, p = 0.030), grooming received (r 2 = 1, β = −3.196, p = 0.049) and grooming mutual (r 2 = 1, β = −3.742, p = 0.027). Finally, focal chimpanzees that had a smaller repertoire size of heterogeneous auditory short-range gestures had a higher indegree of feeding (r 2 = 1, β = −1.031, p = 0.014), grooming given (r 2 = 1, β = −1.045, p = 0.010) and grooming mutual (r 2 = 1, β = −0.793, p = 0.047). These results are summarized in table 9.
3.6. Rate of gesturing 3.6.1. Homogeneity network and rate of gesturing network For visual gestures, the rate of gesturing was positively related to dyadic homogeneity, as measured by Cohen's κ (r 2 = 0.079, β = 0.301, p = 0.023). There was no significant relationship between the rate of gesturing and dyadic homogeneity for tactile, auditory short-range or auditory long-range gestures. Table 9 . Summary of results of node-level regressions predicting indegree (IN) and outdegree (OUT) from the repertoire size of homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures centrality for the four modalities combined in one model: visual (V), tactile (T), auditory short-range (ASR) and auditory long-range (ALR). Green squares indicate a positively significant relationship between the two variables; red squares indicate a negatively significant relationship. Blank squares indicate a relationship that was not statistically significant. were no significant relationships between the dyadic repertoire size of heterogeneous gestures and the rate of gesturing. These results are summarized in table 10.
Audience size
In the next set of analyses, we used presence of homogeneous or heterogeneous gestures as a dependent variable and examined the influence of audience size on the likelihood of these gestures being present. The presence of a heterogeneous gesture was significantly more likely than the presence of a homogeneous gesture when the signaller gestured to a reproductively active partner (β = 2.613, s.e. = 0.916, p = 0.005), the audience size of same-age partners as the signaller was larger (β = −1.855, s.e. = 0.754, p = 0.015) and the audience size of different-age partners as the signaller was smaller (β = 0.447, s.e. = 0.137, p = 0.001). There was a higher likelihood of homogeneous gesture being used, when compared with a heterogeneous gesture, when the partner was reproductively inactive (β = 2.676, s.e. = 0.842, p = 0.002) and the audience size of opposite-sex partners relative to the signaller was larger (β = 1.106, s.e. = 0.393, p = 0.005). The audience size of same-sex partners did not influence the likelihood of a homogeneous or heterogeneous gesture being present (β = −0.443, s.e. = 0.378, p = 0.243).
Response to gestures
We examined the relationship between homogeneous and heterogeneous gestures and the responses by the recipient. Overall, gesture sequences in which homogeneity was present were more likely to elicit a response, when compared with sequences in which heterogeneous gestures were present (β = −0.823, s.e. = 0.332, p = 0.014). Further, this response to homogeneous gestures was more likely to be by means of an emotional display. By contrast, heterogeneous gestures were more likely to evoke a response by means of goal-directed action towards the recipient (β = −1.326, s.e. = 0.603, p = 0.029). We then examined the relationship between repertoire size of homogeneous gestures by modality and the response by the recipient within sequences. The homogeneous repertoire size of visual gestures was positively related to a presence of response (β = 0.016, s.e. = 0.242, p = 0.012). However, the repertoire size of homogeneous auditory short-range gestures was negatively related to a presence of response (β = −1.816, s.e. = 0.823, p = 0.028). When comparing goal-directed and emotional response in relation to the repertoire size of homogeneous gestures within sequences, we found that the larger repertoire size of both homogeneous auditory short-range gestures (β = 1.053, s.e. = 0.409, p = 0.011) and homogeneous auditory long-range gestures (β = 2.923, s.e. = 0.537, p < 0.001) was positively associated with emotional responses to the gestures. Finally, we examined whether the emotional response to the gesture was by vocal response (presence or absence). We found that the larger repertoire size of homogeneous auditory longer-range gestures was associated with vocal response (β = 2.766, s.e. = 0.618, p < 0.001).
Finally, we analysed how the repertoire size of heterogeneous gestures by modality was associated with the response (presence or absence and type) by the recipient within sequences. Overall, a larger repertoire size of heterogeneous gestures by modality was not associated with presence or absence of a response. When examining by the response type (goal-directed or emotional display), we found that a larger repertoire size of auditory short-range heterogeneous gestures was positively associated with goaldirected response (β = −14.435, s.e. = 0.297, p < 0.001). The response present in the form of vocal display was more likely in relation to a larger repertoire size of heterogeneous auditory long-range gestures (β = 0.423, s.e. = 0.172, p = 0.014) and less likely in relation to a larger repertoire size of heterogeneous auditory short-range gestures (β = −12.486, s.e. = 0.308, p < 0.001).
Discussion
One key question in evolutionary anthropology is how, with increasing group size through hominin evolution, large groups of individuals cooperated with each other to coordinate their behaviour and maintain group cohesion [100] . Grooming fosters trust and cooperation between regular interaction partners, but time and cognitive demands on grooming limit the number of social relationships that can be maintained using grooming alone [101] .
Language is an open-ended system of conventional signals that facilitates social interactions between unrelated individuals [102] . It has been suggested that the evolution of language enabled the growth of complex social systems during human evolution [8] . Gestural communication is frequently thought of being an important predecessor to language, but its role in managing social relationships has not been explored [19] . In particular, it is unclear whether language evolution involved intentional (goal-directed) or emotional gestural expressions. We used a dataset of gestures produced by wild adult chimpanzees towards other adult conspecifics to examine how the use of homogeneous (overlapping) and heterogeneous (not overlapping) gestural repertoires relates to sociality.
First, we examined the extent to which chimpanzees used heterogeneous gestures to manage social relationships with conspecifics. A larger repertoire of heterogeneous gestures (visual, auditory long range) was associated with a longer duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour with group members representing different-age, opposite sex classes to the signaller and similar reproductive status (male-oestrous female) but not with a larger number of these individuals (larger size of social networks). By contrast, a larger repertoire size of heterogeneous auditory short-range gestures was associated with a shorter duration of time spent in bonding behaviours and also a smaller social network. Thus, chimpanzees that used a larger repertoire of heterogeneous auditory short-range gestures had less established social networks with conspecifics from different age and opposite sex classes or of similar reproductive status. The advantage of heterogeneous gestures is that they increase the salience of the signaller to the recipient, making the interaction more effective in the face of competition with conspecifics. Chimpanzees used heterogeneous gestures more often with reproductive partners when there was a smaller audience of opposite-sex and different-age partners, but a larger audience of same-sex and same-age partners as the signaller in close proximity, suggesting that chimpanzees used goal-directed gestures to compete with similar others for the attention of the recipient. However, as heterogeneous gestures are not specifically directed at the recipient and have contextually inferred meaning, the perception of heterogeneous gestures may be cognitively demanding and involve areas of the brain typically associated with complex cognition [103] . Especially, lower intensity visual gestures are associated with lower specificity and directedness when compared with more intense tactile and auditory gestures [64] and therefore the constraints on perception of heterogeneous gestures may be exacerbated by the visual modality of gesturing [95] . Single, heterogeneous gestures are an optimal mode of communication between kin, individuals of same age and sex class, who spend long time periods engaged in social behaviours. In these circumstances, heterogeneous gestures are efficient as no directedness or specificity is employed during communication to coordinate behaviour such as foraging in close proximity. Moreover, these gestures are effective as familiarity enables recipient to infer that they are target of communication and mutual understanding of context enables recipient to infer meaning of the gesture [95] . However, when employed in interactions with dyad partners who are unrelated or represent different-age or opposite sex classes these gestures may be ineffective because the time spent in social behaviour with these individuals is shorter [95] and thus ability of the recipient to contextually interpret the heterogeneous gesture from the history of past interactions is hampered [64] . Homogeneity (overlap) in gestural repertoire can reduce these constraints on social relationships imposed by perception of heterogeneous gestures by increasing heterogeneous gestures' specificity and directedness. Heterogeneous gestures frequently co-occur with homogenous gestures within sequences when dyad partners are unrelated or represent different-age or opposite sex classes [95] . In contrast with heterogeneous gestures present within sequences, homogeneous gestures were associated with longer duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour. Moreover homogeneity of gestures was associated with larger social networks than heterogeneity of gestures. These results suggest that the inclusion of homogenous gestures within sequences of heterogeneous gestures plays a role of reducing constraints on contextual perception of heterogeneous communication with unrelated dyad partners or partners from different-age or opposite sex classes to enable more complex social relationships [64, 95] .
Second, we examined whether use of homogeneous gestures is associated with social bonding in chimpanzees. Chimpanzee dyads that were related through maternal kinship or were similar in age and sex characteristics spent a longer duration of time engaged in bonding behaviours such as grooming. However, when homogeneity in gestures was included in the model, the results demonstrated that the duration of time spent in bonding behaviours was also related to overlap in the repertoire of gestures between dyads irrespective of kinship and familiarity. Homogeneous gestures tended to elicit an emotional display in the recipient, which indicates that communicative similarity plays an important role in shaping social relationships, possibly through the automatic action of social neurohormones [104] [105] [106] .
In particular, a large repertoire of homogeneous visual and tactile gestures was associated with a longer duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour with maternal kin and individuals of the same sex and age class. This suggests that homogeneity is driven through repeated instances of gestural interaction with regular social partners, rather than more passive acquisition based on the presence of a social relationship. These gestures may be better suited to maintaining social relationships over longer periods and this gives chimpanzees more opportunity for convergence in the repertoires of these gestures. Thus, pairs of chimpanzees preferentially affiliate with each other and the higher the rate of gesturing, the higher the degree of homogeneity and the larger the repertoire size of homogeneous visual and tactile gestures that a dyad can use in their interactions with each other.
It could be argued that dyads who were close in age displayed a higher degree of homogeneity in visual and tactile gestures because the size of the gestural repertoire is negatively related to age in great apes and this decline contributes to homogeneity in repertoire [51, 52, 107] . However, when controlling for the demographic differences within the dyads, there were still significant associations between repertoire homogeneity and bonding behaviours. The fact that chimpanzees direct homogeneous visual and tactile gestures at same-age and same-sex partners suggests that the patterns of homogeneity in these gestures are shaped by patterns of social interaction rather than by shaping of the repertoire in ontogeny. Further, the demographic characteristics of the individuals who are present in close proximity during interactions influence the patterns of homogeneity. For instance, when the number of same-age partners in the immediate audience is smaller but the number of different-age partners is larger, chimpanzees use homogeneous gestures. Detailed longitudinal data on gestural development should address the relative roles of ontogenetic ritualization [30, 35] , different types of social learning [108] and biological factors (e.g. age, sex) in repertoire homogeneity [51, 109] .
While grooming is a key behaviour primates use to maintain relationships with a small set of key social partners [43] , homogeneity in visual gestural communication may be an alternative mechanism used to meet one of the key challenges of social living-closely coordinating behaviour with others in proximity [110] . Chimpanzees who shared a larger repertoire of homogeneous visual gestures had more complex social networks with conspecifics (i.e. they interacted with a larger number of chimpanzees for longer). By contrast, social networks were smaller when chimpanzees shared a larger repertoire of tactile gestures, suggesting these gestures were unsuitable for bonding with numerous individuals [45, 64] . This may be particularly true in a fission-fusion species, where failure to coordinate behaviour can lead to the spatial separation of individuals [110] . The perception of homogeneous visual gestures could be automatic and involve the action of mirror neurons, therefore reducing the constraints on managing social relationships [103, 111, 112] .
Moreover, homogeneity in auditory long-range gestures showed a different association with the duration of time spent in bonding behaviours. The duration of bonding behaviours was negatively associated with overlap in the repertoire of auditory long-range gestures, so pairs of chimpanzees that spent less time in these bonding behaviours had a greater overlap in auditory long-range gestural communication. Further, at the level of the sequence, chimpanzees were more likely to spend a longer duration of time with unrelated individuals in social bonding behaviours (joint feeding, travelling) when using homogeneous auditory long-range gestures. These findings suggest that homogeneity in auditory long-range gestures functions to prolong the duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour with unrelated individuals, with whom relationships are weaker. This interpretation is consistent with the suggestion that homogeneity in auditory long-range gestures can increase the similarity between unrelated individuals, facilitating social relationships.
Further, an association between centrality for social bonding behaviour and centrality for homogeneous auditory long-range gestures indicates the importance of these gestures in maintaining complex social networks. Chimpanzees who shared a large repertoire of homogeneous auditory longrange gestures displayed less complex grooming networks and more complex joint feeding networks, suggesting that these chimpanzees were able to feed in close proximity to a larger number of conspecifics over longer periods. Thus, in the absence of well-developed grooming networks, these gestures may function as a means to establish feeding tolerance with a larger number of unrelated individuals. In contrast, chimpanzees who shared a small repertoire of homogenous auditory long-range gestures had large grooming networks, suggesting these signals may act as a badge of status. These data clearly show that in addition to maintaining a small set of strong social relationships, chimpanzees living in larger social groups maintain a larger set of weaker social relationships, to enable the group to function as a cohesive whole [113, 114] . This type of bonding seems to be important in species maintaining large social groups, as auditory gestures have not been observed in apes maintaining smaller groups such as orangutans [89, 115] .
In fission-fusion societies where sufficient encounters cannot occur naturally between geographically dispersed individuals [116] , behavioural strategies to create social bonds operate at a distance [67, 117, 118] . Here, we provide evidence that it is specifically homogeneous auditory long-range gestures that could function at a distance to establish social bonds with weakly bonded dyad partners [45, 64, 67, 68] . By definition auditory long-range gestures such as drumming have a high amplitude and can affect the receivers without direct visual contact. In this study, all instances of auditory long-range gestures involved the use of objects from the external environment, such as a branch of a tree. Object use in auditory long-range gestures can function as an external cue that approximates phenotypic similarity and promotes tolerance. Thus, by incorporating objects in the display, overlap in the repertoire of auditory long-range gestures is one mechanism that can bond individuals on a larger scale, without the need for frequent, direct one-to-one interaction. Given the high costs of familiarity and individual recognition, overlap in object use to make homogeneous loud auditory gestures can identify unrelated chimpanzees as members of the same group, enabling relationships of trust to develop between these individuals and disambiguate them from members of other groups ('symbolic marking') [9, 119] . Chimpanzees can match the use of the object directly during joint display, or can adopt the use of the object on a larger scale without the need of being directly involved in social interaction with the signaller. Object use frequently involves use of rhythmic repetition in the context of high-intensity interaction, which could facilitate homogenization of these cues by the action of social neurohormones [104] [105] [106] .
By contrast, for auditory short-range gestures, overlap in repertoire appears to be affected by social factors in a way predicted by the iterated learning experiments with humans [55] . There was a positive relationship between duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour and homogeneity in auditory short-range gestures. However, the repertoire size of homogeneous auditory short-range gestures was negatively associated with the duration of time spent in social bonding behaviour, suggesting that the chimpanzee dyads converged by reducing the repertoire of homogeneous gestures over time, to enable more efficient communication with dyad partners. Because a smaller repertoire of homogeneous auditory short-range gestures appears to be more efficient in eliciting a response from the recipient and also a smaller repertoire of these gestures is more likely to elicit a goal-directed response, these gestures may act as an efficient way to communicate with the regular interaction partners, with whom the focal chimpanzee coordinates behaviour in a goal-directed manner.
Managing a complex set of social relationships is a central challenge for all animals which live in large and stable groups [120] . Goal-directed (heterogeneous) and emotional (homogeneous) gestures can facilitate relationships with regular interaction partners. On the other hand, weak social relationships are cognitively complex and time-intensive to manage and this is particularly the case in fissionfusion chimpanzee groups, where individuals are often temporarily and spatially separated, but have to remember the identities and past histories with all members of the group [116] . This study provides the first evidence that homogeneous auditory long-range gestures are related to patterns of social behaviour in primates. Thus, increasing similarity through the use of external cues such as objects in the natural environment may help reduce the time and cognitive constraints associated with managing weak social relationships. In particular, homogeneity in a large repertoire of long-range auditory gestures may facilitate social interactions after long periods of absence. By experiencing high-intensity emotions simultaneously with other group members through a large repertoire of shared auditory long-range gestures, individuals can re-establish social bonds and this appears to play a key role in enabling the growth of a larger social system, by acting as a replacement for grooming [45] . Future studies will shed light on the important role repertoire homogeneity and heterogeneity plays both in shaping patterns of affiliation and identity, and in facilitating social bonding and cooperation, across large and dispersed social groups in non-human primates and hominins [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 105, 108, 112, [121] [122] [123] .
